Success Story

Richie Mittal

Mr. Mittal is one of those empowered entrepreneurs who has carved his own space and reached the pinnacle of success owing to his perseverance and passion for excellence and have become inspiration for millions others in the HVAC industry.

Academics...

Being an excellent scholar, Mr. Mittal did his Bachelors in Mechanical engineering in 1983 from Birla Institute of Technology, Mesra, Ranchi and thereafter pursued Master of Engineering in Thermal from Delhi College of Engineering in 1985.

Graph with ISHRAE...

Mr. Mittal joined ISHRAE as a life member in 1987 and it was no looking back, for more than a decade he served as a volunteer and subsequently was honoured to be in the Board of Directors of ISHRAE. Being excellent at schmoozing he was specifically asked by Dr. P. C. Jain, an ISHRAE pioneer and Late Mr. M. M. Pande to connect with other members for better prospects and understanding of HVAC industry. Mr. Mittal being a letter-perfect has been regularly conducting countless Technical Workshop for Ventilation and Passive Cooling at ISHRAE Institute of Excellency, New Delhi.

Mr. Mittal has served as a Past President of Delhi Chapter along with other positions as a past Treasurer of HQ with ISHRAE.

Benefits from ISHRAE...

In his own word “I have been very active on ISHRAE platform to connect with people from our Industry, have made so many friends who have facilitated my growth both individually as well as professionally”.

ISHRAE, through various methods disseminates every bit of information about the Building Industry thereby notifying its personnel’s on technological updates and so attending several technical conferences made me learn a lot about technological growth in the Industry and had also aided me in socializing more.

Furthermore, it is always pleasurable and rejuvenating to be slice of copacetic association of experts.

About ISHRAE in one line:

“Confluence of HVAC friends who have never met before”

My words for young ISHRAE Members...

Joining ISHRAE will be a righteous decision one can make; It helps you connect with the entire Building Industry to develop professionally as well as personally, you will attain best of information about the newest technology and come across people who will matter in your evolution.